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1. Introduction 

 

This document focuses on the reality of making Prisoner 99. In this document we will 

provide information on the requirements of making the game. This report shows the 

man power that will be required in order to get a game like Prisoner 99 off the ground. 

Since this is our first game we realistically realise that the equipment and software 

shown in this document would not be available to us at first, but gradually as productions 

progresses, piece by piece the game will be built and with that we can bring our crazy 

fantasies and lecture daydreams to life. Our staff will enjoy a relaxed and fun working 

environment. We expect that after development that Prisoner 99 will be sold for a 

reasonable price at the end of production. From this we will be able to update our studio, 

staff and equipment in order to prepare for our next big release. This report shows the 

items and requirements involved in making even a small platform style game and how it 

is important to take these variables into consideration when managing this project. Our 

team would definitely need to start small, using the resources from UWS and doing most 

of the work for free but once the games start to gain recognition with gamers we hope 

that our big break will come and our studio can be acquired. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

2. Development Hardware 

 

Target Hardware  

 
When deciding upon the target hardware there were various aspects to take into 

consideration market shares, growth trends, consumer spending habits all of 

which should be considered with regard to the target regions .  

Regarding the specific platform, we aim to produce a working unity web player 

game for use in Mini clip and an android/i -phone version to acquire appropriate 

licensing to publish to the web available for purchase. 

 Game Name: Prisoner 99 

 Platform: Unity 

 Game Genre: Single player 1st Person Shooter 

 Target Audience: People who like futuristic platform games  

 Game Play / Game Mechanics: Objective based Platform game  

 Levels: 1 good level (option to then aim for more)  

 Basic scoring: Power-ups (Health pack) 

 Influences : Shadow Complex, Escape from Butchers Bay 

 

 

Shadow Complex: Escape style Game play                Escape from Butchers Bay: Futuristic Robots 



 

 

 

 

 

Development Tools/Engine  

 

We will be using Unity 3D to create our game.  

 

File Formats  

 
File Type File Extension 
Maya – 3D models  .ma 
Unity 3D – Game Engine .unity 
Images – Mapping/textures .photoshop /. png 
Music - Sound .mp3 
 

 

3. Software/Hardware Demands 

Free Software  
 

 Paint.NET  

 Microsoft and Macs default software uses.  

 Communication and Team Viewing Software  

 

Potential Software to License 
 

 Unity 3D 

By using Unity to develop this game, the team will benefit because it allows the 
use of JavaScript.  The following is the base pseudo code for Prisoner 99. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

PSEUDO CODE 

/** 

* The movement class handles the player movement operations. It sets up the initial player speed and boundary values 

* and processes input via the keyboard 

* @Author Jamie Cater 

* @version | 1.3 

/**Initalise variables which * control player movement * attributes  

Set speed to 9.261576 

Set jumpSpeed to 13.45543 

Set the gravity to 23.95791 

Set moveDirection to zero  

Set grounded to false 

Set dead to false 

/**OnControllerColliderHit 

* 

1. If the player collides with the dead-zone 

 Set dead to true 

/**Update function (Frequent actions which are needed to be processed once per frame) 

*/ 

2. if grounded is true 

 Set moveDirection to horrizontal axis via keyboard input (axis assigned as a unity global variable) 

 Move the player in the moveDirection 

 Move the player in the Direction * speed 

  3. if input is equal to the left control key 

   Set speed to 102 

   else 

   Set speed to 9.261576 

    end if 

  4. if input is equal to the 'w' key 

   moveDirection in the y axis equals jumpSpeed 

    end if 

  5. if input is equal to the 's' key 

   print "Crouch key" 

    end if 

  6. if player position in the z axis is < -10 & y axis is < 1 



 

   Set player Position to start position 

  end if 

 Set moveDirection y axis -= gravity * deltaTime 

 Set up CharacterController Object 

 Set flags to equal Character Controller  

 Set grounded to equal collision with Solid Objects and flags 

end if 

/**LateUpdate function (Called after Update for processes to be checked after 1 frame sequence) 

*/ 

 7. if dead is true 

  Set player Position to start position 

  Set dead to false 

 end if 

* The DoorOpen Class uses raycasting to determine whether the door should play its animation 

* @Author Jamie Cater 

* @version | 1.0 

/**Update function 

* Set direction of raycast  

* Set up racast  

* 1. If the raycast hits at vector position 

  Play animation("Door") 

 end if 

* ScanFollow Class Sets an object to follow another object 

* @Author Adam Kale 

* @version | 1.0 

Set myTransform Object 

set transform to LookAt myTransform 

* The PlatformMove Class set a platform to play its animation path when a player collides with the object 

* @version | 1.0 

* OnTriggerEnter function 

* If collider object is a parent of the platform 

* OnTriggerExit function 

* Set collider object to null 

*/ 

PSEUDO CODE 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 Android 
 

Free Hardware  
 

 University lab computers  

 Home Computers 

 Personal Handsets 

 USB Flash drive(s) / External HD  

 A4 Paper Sheets  

 

 

 

4. Task Breakdown - Gantt 

Below is a series of Gantt charts which our team are using to prioritise workloads and 

meet deadlines as they arise.  These are also used to predict and terminate any problems 

that might arise for the project. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

5. Personnel 

 

Our team consists of a mixture of talents, from scripting, sound engineering and art to 

animators and 3d modellers. 

 

The key roles in Productions are: 
 

 Scripting  - Sean & Jamie 

 Artists   - Adam & Lewis 

 Animator   - Adam & Lewis 

 Sound Effects - Adam & Alan 

 Level Designer  - Alan & Jack 

 Web Designer  - Adam 

 Marketing   - All Team Members 

 Unity   - All Team Members 

 Story   - Sean & Jamie 

 Environments - Jack & Alan 

 Characters  - Adam & Lewis 
 Maya   - Adam & Lewis 

 
 
 



 

 

 
 

Drop Box 
 

As a development team it is important to store all of our work on a server so that all 
team members can have access and can update code etc.  This is where Drop Box 
comes in handy, instead of an SVN server, the Jaw and Laj production teams are using 
Drop Box to keep all work including older copies in case disaster strikes. 
 

 
 
 

6. Marketing 

 

Marketing will come later in the games development process, there are many ways in 
which we would be able to market our game and these include:  

1. Play testing Day: We plan to host a game testing day in university, available to 
all those who are willing to participate in testing our game and providing 
feedback on aspects of their experience. 
 

2. Posters: Advertising on the walls of Paisley University to encourage people to 
attend our play testing day, make them aware of Blood of the dead being a 
tribute to zombie shooters and hopefully get people talking about our game. 

 

 
3. Social Networking Promotion: Websites like Facebook, MySpace and Twitter 

allow a quick and detailed form of communicating to a vast number of 
people. Information on the game itself may intrigue some users and may opt 
to attend the play test day and answer one of many important questions 
“would you buy our game? If so what would you be willing to pay?”  
 

4. Game Presentation: If we got enough positive feedback that people would 
purchase the game, we could do game presentations and sell the game to a 
wider audience using a more structured formal approach to communicating 
our game. 

 

 
5.  Website:  Creation of our own web space would allow us to post updates to 

the game and other information about our progress that could be of interest 
to potential customers. This could lead to e-commerce or even hosting 
competitions or online market research. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Business Plan 

 

Background  

 Costs  

 Audience  

 Projected Sales  

 Audience 

 Projected Sales 

 

 

 

Marketing: Estimated Success rate 

Play Test Day

Posters

Social Networking

Game Presentation

Website



 

 

8. Second Trimester Plan 

 

By the time the second trimester begins, our team will have working models imported 

into a working environment within Unity 3D.  This will give us the head start needed to 

meet the deadline of deployment.  
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